Mac@WIS - Connect Mac to Jamf Connect

**Jamf Connect:**
Jamf Connect will convert a local user with local credentials to a local user with Weizmann credentials and adds a system add-on, that keeps the passwords synchronized. **Please read entire guide before starting, as it requires a restart during the process.**

**Process:**
Open Weizmann Self-Service and log-in.
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Search for the policy “Add Mac to Jamf Connect Group” and run it.

Now search and run the policy “Enable Jamf Connect login window”
The Mac will restart after about 1 minute

Make sure you can still access the guide while the computer restarts
After the restart, you will see the Weizmann log-in window
When asked, enter Weizmann username/password:

Enter password again
Select the local user to convert, and enter the current local password for the user

The local user will be converted to a local user with Weizmann credentials. After the login you can start working!